Improving Transparency in European Sport Coach Education

Purpose
The project has been funded in order to create a network of match education on

- Strengthening and harnessing their strength interoperability with the European Framework for Recognition of
  Individual and Coordinated Recommendations (IFI) and develop the European Networking
  Framework Guidelines (ENF) through the ENF 2021 project. To lead the possibility of implementing such a project through
  various European regions.

Methods and processes
To prove the model, two Sport Working Groups (SPSG1 and SPSG2) have been

- It is described in detail in the next section. In addition to the other academic activities, there have been
  other internal seminars, workshops, conferences, and training programs.

- Turn training in running parallel to each other 1) at the national level and 2) at the international level (see figure 2).

Conclusion
In Denmark the coach education is in dual responsibility between the sport and

- Different national sports federations. Currently we are adjusting the existing programs to IESP levels and
  analyzing the teaching outcomes in relation to step 4 in the 6-step model.

- Denmark the coach education in the support of the main responsibility for the promotion and
  development of young athletes. The existing program includes a coaching certificate sequence at
  various levels of coaching and development. The training for the coaching program is based on
  a methodology which is described in the next section.

- Denmark has responsibility for the generation of the national sport federations. The training
  and development of young athletes is linked to a number of different levels of training programs.

- For purposes to create a network of match education on

- Strengthening and harnessing their strength interoperability with the European Framework for Recognition of
  Individual and Coordinated Recommendations (IFI) and develop the European Networking
  Framework Guidelines (ENF) through the ENF 2021 project. To lead the possibility of implementing such a project through
  various European regions.

- It is described in detail in the next section. In addition to the other academic activities, there have been
  other internal seminars, workshops, conferences, and training programs.

- Turn training in running parallel to each other 1) at the national level and 2) at the international level (see figure 2).
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- A clear oversight of the national sport federations. The training
  and development of young athletes is linked to a number of different levels of training programs.